
Command™ Features

Command™ provides a user intuitive Windows style wrapper to common mainframe 
interfaces including TSO and System commands, SDSF and SYSLOG.  Mainframe users 
are able to execute commands to the mainframe for each command type.  The resulting 
output is displayed in a modern GUI making the results easy to view and interpret.

 > Command™ is a mainframe management tool 
designed for users who have a requirement to view 
SYSLOG and SDSF displays, or execute TSO and 
CONSOLE commands. 

 > Users can execute commands to the mainframe for 
each command type.

 > Command™ utilises a dual pane interface with 
saved commands on the left of screen and 
command entry and command output display  
on the right.

 > A number of sample commands are included with 
the product to assist mainframe users understand 
Command’s™ capability.  For example, SDSF 
Active Users, TSO LISTCAT and SYSTEM TCPIP 
configuration.

 > Using Command™ users can create favourites 
using functions to Edit, Save, Copy, Paste, Delete 
and Rename commands. Saved favourites are 
available for instant execution.

 > Command™ allows users to logically group 
commands based on function and importance  
with the use of ‘user defined’ titles.

 > Saved commands can be searched with predictive 
string search.

 > Command™ allows users to execute many 
commands with the output remaining in tabs  
across the top of the user screen for ease of access.  
No need to interrupt what you are doing to execute 
a command – just swap between Explore™ and 
Command™.

 > Screen navigation is flexible and adaptable and  
not limited to the 3270 screen sizes of 24x80. 

 > Close tabs individually or select the Close All 
function to close all tabs at once.

 > All Command™ output is displayed in a modern 
GUI making results easy to view and interpret.  
Where it makes sense, outputs are tabulated to 
assist interpretation.

 > Use the search and filter function in the PC GUI, 
to filter the data output and assist in analysis and 
diagnostics.  

 > The SYSLOG interface allows the user to easily view 
and diagnose system log entries using the benefits 
of a PC GUI. Search the SYSLOG by stipulating the 
date and time range.

 > All Command™ output enables easy scrolling and 
filtering of large displays.

 > Command™ displays messages in a status line  
and maintains a user status Message Log.  
Users can save the Message Log into a word 
document to understand the actions performed 
during a session, thus providing a potentially  
useful training resource.



Critical Differentiators

Features to be added in subsequent releases

 > Dual pane interface for ease of navigation

 > Drop-down menus display functionality

 > Point & click for improved user efficiency

 > Customisable user interface

 > Basic file edit

 > Short-cut keys

 > Tabs show open windows

 > Message Log tracks actions throughout session

 > ESC key to close dialog boxes

 > Advanced filter – allows you to filter on individual 
columns.

 > Export output to Excel file and then share via email 
negating the requirement for FTP to the PC.

 > Manage Commands and SDSF job output with 
multi-select.

 > Once users have executed a command they  
can interrogate the output by selecting arrow  
(or multiple rows) and right clicking your mouse to 
view the available actions.

 > Command™ remembers your preferences and 
displays these preferences in your next user session, 
irrespective of the PC you login from.
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All Mainframe Cloud’s software applications incorporate a number of features designed to make the mainframe  
more intuitive and easy to operate.  Applications run directly from your PC and are not installed on the mainframe.   
Our goal is to provide a simple and lightweight interface, packed with features critical to mainframe navigation, 
operation and management.

For more information visit mainframecloud.com.

Mainframe Cloud creates innovative software applications for mainframe environments. At the heart of our solution 
is our proprietary hybrid cloud platform (MfCP). The MfCP allows software applications to interact with the 
mainframe without being permanently installed on the mainframe. All of our software applications are designed 
to simplify both mainframe and business operations and incorporate a user intuitive ‘Windows’ style interface.


